Greek Organization Accountability Process
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Incident report is received from LSU PD, Informant, Self-Report, or other source.

Chapter officers & Advisor meet with Greek Life and Student Advocacy & Accountability (SAA) staff within 3 days of receiving the notification. Group discusses chapter internal investigation strategy and provides a written report to SAA & GL within 5 days of the meeting. Report should be detailed and specific; including names of individuals to be held accountable.

Chapter Officers & Advisor meet with SAA, GL, and Council Rep to discuss information discovered in internal investigation through written report. Chapter accepts responsibility and prepares an initial draft of the Enhancement Plan where appropriate.

Enhancement Plan further developed by Chapter officers, with assistance from advisor, SAA, GL, and Council Rep within 5 days of the report. Chapter officers then get buy-in within 5 days at an all chapter meeting. A signed final draft of the Enhancement Plan is sent to SAA and GL for final editing. Outcome may include a status which is mutually agreed upon in the Enhancement Plan.

Within 5 days, SAA formalizes University accountability outcome with Chapter Rep in a signed final Enhancement Plan.

If the Chapter misses any deadlines or violates the Enhancement Plan, or is charged with any further violations (including failure to comply), the Chapter will participate in the Process as outlined in PS-52 and may incur further charge(s).

Notification of allegation(s) and invitation to meet with Greek Life and Student Advocacy & Accountability (SAA) is sent within 3 days of receipt of information. In a case of a student’s dangerous misconduct and/or death/injury, SAA may issue an Interim Suspension of all organizational activities and/or notify the inter/national organization. This letter may outline the potential violation(s) of LSU policy and/or the LSU Code of

Chapter does not accept responsibility, obstructs the process, provides false or inaccurate information, or omits information. Pre-Hearing scheduled within 5 days of the delay.

Organization accepts Accountability Outcome by UHP and/or Administrative Action outcome by SAA.

Accountability Outcome(s) signed, including a disciplinary status and action items

Organization has the right to appeal to the President within 5 days of the UHP decision with a copy to the Dean of Students. President renders a decision.

SAA will issue charges of alleged violation(s) and convene a University Hearing Panel

Pre-Hearing with SAA, Dean of Students, and Council representative

Within 5 days, SAA formalizes University accountability outcome with Chapter Rep in a signed final Enhancement Plan.